
 
 

Consciousness, Inc., and the cosmic spill AR matrix 

New META fiction by: William Paul, Planetshifter.com 

 

‘Augmented reality (AR) in the Metaverse involves overlaying visual, auditory, or other sensory 

information onto the real world to enhance one’s experience. Unlike virtual reality, which creates its 

own cyber environment, augmented reality adds to the existing world as it is.’ 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/augmented-reality.asp  

 

"Hurry up, Randy, Consciousness opens at 11. Let's not be late for a sea change."  

The Studio's tagline: "awake and aware" 

"Please don't forget your Vision Pro goggles." 

"Oh Mom." 

# # # 

Consciousness, Inc. is housed in an old soap factory down by the Even Flow River. Now complete 

with a holistic health clinic, AR Studio, roof garden, cafe, and a library. 

Randy's black hoodie outfit couldn't ward-off what was coming: the cosmic spill AR matrix. 

This is Randy's 7th "brain brushing" session. Wireless electrodes and incense. Green tea and alt-

reality. 

# # # 

The 13-year-old suffers from weight-gain issues and is trying to use augmented reality to change old 

habits. 

The cosmic spill AR matrix combines a base recording with live ingredients. The resulting synaptic 

experience is combined and saved as a Studio movie file for the web. 

# # # 

The Bluetooth skullcap fits snug around Randy's VP goggles like a downhill skier’s head gear. As the 

base video plays in the goggles and on the big screen in the lab, Randy's vitals are monitored just like 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/augmented-reality.asp


in an operating room setting. The video is a montage of video clips from Randy’s childhood. Back 

then she was full of spirit, playful and thin. This AR regression is a common therapeutic dance where 

past success or failure is highlighted in the present, hoping that lessons can be relearned as past 

becomes present. 

# # # 

The cosmic spill AR matrix comes on as Randy's brain interacts with the base video and records the 

active journey. The live Studio project is working on the cellular level of Randy's brain, translating 

images of the young Randy into current reflections. The impact of the procedure is that Randy gets to 

see virtual herself as a healthy adult. A brand-new avatar woman on video.  

 


